Join the PAMAdfe-SINDOFO symposium at the 11th EDCTP Forum

**Wednesday, 8 November 2023 – 14:00-15:30 Room 342 B**

Register on the [event page](#) and visit the [PAMAdfe](#) and [SINDOFO](#) websites for more info.

Paradigm shift towards local and gender balanced leadership, promoting equitable partnerships and next generation African leaders.

**PAMAdfe-SINDOFO case studies.**

**Professor Charles Stephen Mgone, former EDCTP Executive Director (Tanzania)**

Capacity building, shifting the paradigm of traditional North-South collaboration practice, fostering equitable partnerships and building an African leadership.

**Professor Ghyslain Mombo-Ngoma, Head of Clinical Operations, CERMEL (Gabon) and Professor of Implementation Science, BNITM/UKE (Germany)**

What it takes to enhance equitable and sustainable research in Africa – a case study of delivering an innovative clinical trial.

**Dr Dearie Okwu, PhD student, CERMEL (Gabon) & Dr Jessica Dalsuco, PhD student, CISM (Mozambique)**

Case study: career progression in clinical research for future leaders, addressing gender and opportunity challenges through advanced degree and practical training to enrich the African clinical trial ecosystem.